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Sir, an interesting new emerging infectious disease, which is

the present concern in global public health, is the novelMiddle

East respiratory syndrome (MERS). This disease was first

seen in SaudiArabia and it spreads intomanycountries around

the world [1–3]. The consideration is on the possible world-

wide outbreak of this disease. This new disease is an acute

respiratory illness with high fatality. This new disease is of

great concern. Until present (record at 31 July 2014), there are

853 reported cases with 331 deaths from 21 countries around

theworld.At present,MERS is under surveillance fromcenter

disease of control. The disease investigation is suggested for

any cases with unexplained febrile illness with respiratory

symptoms [1–3]. To diagnose, the specific molecular biology

test is required. In addition, until present, there is still no

specific antiviral drug [1–3]. To prevent of infection is widely

mentioned.Most preventivemethod focuses on the quarantine

of suspected cases, especially those with history of travel to

epidemic areas and the use of respiratory infection control

measure [1–3]. However, the exact mode of transmission of

MERS is still a myth. In transfusion medicine, the important

concern is the possibility of disease transmission via blood

transfusion. The present correspondence is aiming at alerting

the national and international scientific community on this

new emerging disease. Since virus causing MERS is a coro-

navirus resembling to that causes severe respiratory distress

syndrome (SARS), the concern on possibility of transmission

via blood transfusion shouldbe specially focused.Focusingon

SARS, the risk of blood transfusion transmission is confirmed

[4] and the inactivation of virus in contaminated blood is the

present research topic [5]. However, until present, there is still

no case report of MERS transmitted by blood transfusion.

There is an interesting report from Saudi Arabia [6]. During

emerging of disease in Saudi Arabia, Aburizaiza et al. [6]

studied donated blood samples by immunofluorescence assay

and reported no positive finding. Thismight implies the lowor

no risk of MERS transmission via blood transfusion. Never-

theless, there are many considerations. First, using immuno-

logical method for determination of MERS virus might be

possible but it is not a gold standard. Immunologicalmethod is

inferior to standard PCR test [7]. Nevertheless, in confirmed

MERS cases, the chance to detect the virus in blood sample is

also very low [7]. Therefore, thismight conclude that there is a

low chance for transmission of virus by donated blood. On the

other hand, the non contaminated blood cannot be guaranteed

that it is from non infected cases.
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